
ACT TWO

INT. HIGH END HOTEL SUITE - MEXICO - DAY (FLASHBACK)

Juan Miguel (Kyle) stands shirtless at a marble sink, 
splashes water on his face, stares at his reflection. REVEAL 
SCARS ON HIS BACK as he pulls on a DIAMOND STUDDED BELT and 
BUCKLE. Behind him, a woman’s voice (Spanish in Italics) -

ROMINA (O.C.)
The one on your shoulder is from 
that bull back on the farm. Yes? 

He turns to ROMINA (25, Mexican, stunning -- trouble but 
worth it). She sits on the bed in a black form fitted skirt. 

JUAN MIGUEL
Hugo. Yeah, he stomped me good. 

(wicked smile)
But I got up.

The two lock eyes. A burning connection. BAM! The door swings 
open and LAUTURO CASTILLIO (26, Mexican) pushes in carrying a 
MEXICAN RODEO POSTER. Lauturo is slick, brash, and loud. 

LAUTURO
Have you seen it? 

Lauturo holds THE POSTER up. Above the names and dates is a 
COWBOY IN BLACK wearing a RED MASK. Underneath are the words: 
EL TORNADO. Juan Miguel smiles, proud. They clap hands.

LAUTURO (CONT’D)
I was right. Everyone loves the 
mask. 

Lauturo kisses Romina (clearly she’s his woman). 

LAUTURO (CONT’D)
It’s time. Put it on him.

He pours tequila shots as Romina ties a RED MASK over Juan  
Miguel’s eyes, surreptitiously touches his bare chest...

LAUTURO (CONT’D)
If you’re going to represent the 
Castillio family, you must stand 
out from the rest. You will be a 
mystery...like luchadores. 

Juan Miguel puts on his BLACK and DIAMOND STUDDED SHIRT. His 
BACK NUMBER is already pinned on. Lauturo hands out shots.
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LAUTURO (CONT’D)
You’ve earned this, Juan Miguel. 
Now it’s time for greatness. It’s 
time for El Tornado!

The three drink. Lauturo HURLS THE SHOT GLASS into the 
mirror, it SHATTERS and we SMASH CUT TO -- 

INT. CORRIDOR - RODEO ARENA - MEXICO - DAY (FLASHBACK)

Juan Miguel walks down a corridor, chest out, a true showman. 
Lauturo beside him, Romina on his arm. A dozen GUARDS with 
platinum-plated DESERT EAGLES behind them. CROWD NOISES 
INTENSIFY. Two guards swing open the wooden gate to the 
MEXICAN RODEO ARENA. Juan Miguel is bathed in light...

EXT. OUTDOOR RODEO ARENA - MEXICO - CONTINUOUS (FLASHBACK)

The CROWD CHEERS Juan Miguel/El Tornado. He stays focused on 
what’s ahead of him -- A MASSIVE SNORTING BULL IN THE CATTLE 
SHOOT. From the crowd’s hero we SMASH CUT TO --

KYLE covered in sweat and mud. Just another cog in the wheel.  
PULL BACK TO REVEAL we’re -- 

EXT. DRILLING RIG - DAY

His face contorts as he moves a DRILL BIT into place. You 
have to shout to be heard. He’s assisted by THE ROUGHNECKS, a 
small crew but tough-as-nails. There's ROLO (short for 
Roland, 20s, black), TANQUE (big guy, 20s, Mexican), and 
JASPER (20s, white, joker of the group).  They work the 
temporary rig surrounded by vast land and big Texas sky.  

ROLO
Put your legs into it! I ain’t 
gonna lift this all by myself!

JASPER
If you worked your back like you 
run your mouth, I bet you could.

(to Kyle)
Let me help. When you hear 
hoofbeats... think horses.

Jasper removes a latch. Kyle moves the pipe with ease. 

ROLO
Everybody talking ‘bout Mexicans 
taking all our jobs. 
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